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Experimental status: heavy ion collisions

C.Y.Tsang, QM 2023
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Experimental status: heavy ion collisions

C.Y.Tsang, QM 2023

See also the talks by Prithwish Tribedy
       and Rongrong Ma
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What this talk is about

2) Connection between anomalous transport effects
and baryon stopping

1) Signatures of baryon junctions in semi-inclusive DIS

A new correlator of -type will be proposed



Initial motivation: exclusive ω production

Significant fraction of events have
the proton in the photon 
fragmentation region
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Initial motivation: exclusive ω production

Entire baryon is exchanged 
 in the t-channel

Cannot separate the junction
       from valence quarks

Need a semi-inclusive process

Significant fraction of events have
the proton in the photon 
fragmentation region
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Semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering (DIS)

center of mass frame:
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Mueller-Kancheli theorem

Optical theorem:

Generalized to semi-inclusive scattering:

Σ

Σ

X

X

Study in Regge theory
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3     3 forward scattering in Regge limit

The largest              is leading
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Possible processes

Intercept estimates: 15



Possible processes

Leading

Intercept estimates: 16



Rapidity distribution
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Part 1 summary: predictions

Flavor content of forward baryons: all flavors

Rapidity dependence of forward baryon 

distribution

Large meson multiplicity from 3 fragmenting strings
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Part 2: anomalous baryon number transport
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Chiral Magnetic Effect

Chiral Vortical Effect

3 light flavors

D. Kharzeev and D.T. Son (2010)
D. Kharzeev, et al , PPNP 88, 1 (2016)



CME search in heavy ion collisions
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C.-Z.Wang, QM 2023



ALICE has data on the CVE
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C.-Z.Wang, QM 2023



Baryon separation
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Baryon separation
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extract



Baryon separation
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extract

+ Bjorken model

from AMPT



Baryon separation
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extract

+ Bjorken model

from AMPT

CVE

CME
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from baryon stopping

Baryon asymmetry-dependent correlator
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from baryon stopping

fluctuates event by event group events according to

Baryon asymmetry-dependent correlator



Baryon asymmetry-dependent correlator
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from baryon stopping

fluctuates event by event group events according to

A correlator linear in baryon asymmetry is desirable
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New correlator is proposed

mixed in electric charge and baryon number

not normalized: vs.
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New correlator is proposed

mixed in electric charge and baryon number

not normalized: vs.
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Expectations based on ALICE data

mean value of Linear dependence on should

help separate signal and background



Conclusion

Semi-inclusive DIS with forward baryon:

 characteristic rapidity dependence,

 baryon flavor content,

 large meson multiplicity

would signal that baryon number is carried by the baryon junction.
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New azimuthal angle correlator in heavy ion collisions:

 probes both CME and CVE,

 is linear in baryon asymmetry.

can help disentangle signal from the background.
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